
Premium gears  
for industrial use
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State-of-the-art technology

gears by Koellmann gear have proven themselves in ma-
chinery and systems of all kinds throughout the entire world. 
our state-of-the-art technology with its unrivalled function-
al safety sets standards in terms of longevity, reliability and 
customer satisfaction.

for construction and production, Koellmann gear always 
tread the safest path. for this reason, special gears are 
not modified standard products. Instead, they are specially 
developed customisations made from high-quality compo-
nents especially for the relevant field of use. all suppliers of 
cast parts, gearwheels, shafts and brackets must fulfil the 
highest quality standards. this would be virtually impossible 
to guarantee if production took place in low-wage coun-
tries or using parts manufactured there. for this reason, the 
gears by Koellmann gear are still 100 percent “made in 
germany” today.

customers trust Koellmann gear gears with good reason. 
companies in countless industries appreciate our compe-
tence, many years of experience and flexibility.

Chemistry Rubber Plastic Foodstuffs RecyclingEnergy recovery Paper Agitation
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gear solutions by Koellmann gear are the best on the 
market. this high quality standard, which is the central 
part of our product philosophy, pays off for our custom-
ers as well. “continuous improvement” at Koellmann gear 
ensures that even the smallest defects are immediately 
analysed and the appropriate measures are introduced 
to prevent any repeat appearance in the future.

for Koellmann gear, research and development have a 
high degree of importance. as a result of our coopera-
tion with the forschungsvereinigung für antriebstechnik e. 
V. (fVa - the research association for power transmission 
engineering), we always have access to the very latest 
knowledge. 

taking into account the latest technical fi ndings, ever more 
effi cient gears are developed through the structural de-
sign. 

Precision in production, the longevity of 
our gears and the many years of experi-
ence have made Koellmann Gear one of 
the fi rst points of call for tailor-made solu-
tions. We have a statistical failure rate of 
less than one percent and offer extensive 
global service 24 hours a day - should a 
fault occur.

Textile Metal forming

NO COMPROMISES

the characteristics of the materials used are decisive to 
ensure the highest quality. at Koellmann gear, our long-
term suppliers offer the necessary security with regards 
quality and reliability. the performance of our suppliers is 
evaluated on an ongoing basis by the purchasing depart-
ment and in coordination with our quality management 
team. consistent goods-in checks for supplies are decisive 
to ensure our quality standards are met. We expect our 
suppliers to be committed without limit to the objectives of 
our customers. for this reason, those we consider to be 
our partners understand the context of our business, our 
strategy and our business policy in order to fulfi l the high-
est demands of our customers.
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every branch places very specific requirements on the 
gears it uses. In addition, an optimal degree of efficiency 
is an important aspect of the job specification. Koellmann 
gear offers its customers gears with innovative top-quali-
ty technology for all their tasks.

our productS
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H-TEC 

Koellmann gear has developed a universal gear series, 
h-tec, which is designed for specifi c industrial processes. 
With a constant interval of input and output shafts, two-
level and three-level solutions can be offered. the helical 
gearings are produced to be optimised in terms of noise 
and performance.

SPECIAL GEARS

By using gear teeth parts and a modular gear structure, 
the production and construction of special gears can be 
adapted in a customer-friendly manner. 
even unusual tasks can be solved economically and to suit 
demands.

  design size of 10 – 140
  nominal output torque of 5,000 – 300,000 nm, special 
designs possible

 nominal output speed of 1 – 3,000 u/min 
 gear ratio from i = 7
 2-level and 3-level designs
  housing designs: monoblock housing, cast iron, spheroi-
dal graphite, special designs such as welded and alumi-
nium housing

EXTRUDER GEARS

uneX is a range of extruder gears with 18 sizes and over 
500 variations. the design is adapted to the individual cus-
tomer requirements. accessories such as oil coolant and oil 
pump units round off the range of extruder gears.

 flat film extrusion 
  extrusion blow moulding 

 of films 
 Sheet extrusion 
 profile and pipe extrusion 
 cable coating 
 extrusion blow moulding 

 of solid structures 

 regranulation 
 food extrusion 
 lamination and coating 
 extrusion of monofilaments  

 and multifilaments 
 rubber profile extrusion 
 Injection moulding and 

 similar machinery 
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the company

the business division of Koellmann gear, together with the 
business division of Koellmann airtec, belongs to thielen-
haus technologies gmbh. the highest quality and techni-
cal top-rate performances have a long tradition at Koell-
mann gear. Versatile and economical solutions for a huge 
range of industries and applications stand for the high 
degree of flexibility of the product range. as different as 
the products and fields of use are, the concept which is 
primarily committed to technical advancement to benefit 
customers and end users is consistent.

our customers in mechanical engineering and plant engi-
neering value Koellmann gear as one of the most compe-
tence suppliers of technical drive solutions.

Koellmann gear supplies a multitude of renowned manu-
facturers with tailor-made gear designs, while also offer-
ing a complete comprehensive service.

the thielenhaus/Koellmann team is made up of 220 em-
ployees, many who have worked for the companies for 
decades. flat hierarchies and open, cross-departmental 
communication ensure a high degree of work satisfaction. 
all employees have continual further training in their fields 
of activity, putting them in the position to advise our cus-
tomers in line with the latest technical standards.
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Koellmann gear and Koellmann airtec, today business 
divisions of thielenhaus technologies gmbh, date back 
to Zahnräderfabrik Köllmann gmbh which was founded 
in leipzig in 1904. after the Second World War, gear 
production was continued at the langenberg site, where 
previously only longitudinal milling machines had been 
produced. In 1951, the company relocated to düsseldorf-
heerdt.

four years later, the company was taken over by 
maschinenfabrik ernst thielenhaus gmbh, which moved 
gear and compressor construction to its new factory in 
Wuppertal in 1964. Since the change of ownership, the 
company has changed its name to Zahnradwerk Köll-
mann gmbh.  

as part of the reorganisation of the thielenhaus group, 
the gearwheel factory was broken down into the busi-
ness divisions of Koellmann gear and Koellmann airtec of 
thielenhaus technologies gmbh in october 2002.

Since 1974, the subsidiary company Koellmann gear cor-
poration in Waldwick, new Jersey, uSa has been operat-
ing successfully on the north-american market. the com-
plete product range and entire spectrum of services are 
provided here. the company entered the asian market at 
the end of 2007 with the opening of the chinese produc-
tion site thielenhaus machinery Shanghai. 

24-Hour Service Hotline 
+ 49 (0)2 02 / 4 81-4 81
service@koellmann-gear.com

RANGE OF SERVICES

  technical support (solutions for lubrication, 
cooling, monitoring components, change of 
technical data)

  preventative maintenance (e.g. visual assess-
ment/endoscopy, frequency analysis, oil ana-
lysis)

  damage appraisal (assessment/measurement 
of all components)

  repairs, general overhauls (even for third-
party gears)

  replacement part delivery (constant stocking 
of gear teeth, ball bearings, cooling coils, 
heat exchangers, power pumps and other 
consumables and standard parts)

  training (for sales, construction and mainte-
nance)



division Koellmann gear
thielenhaus technologies gmbh

Schwesterstraße 50
42285 Wuppertal, germany
phone: +49 (0) 2 02 4 81 0
fax: +49 (0)2 02 4 81 296
e-mail: info@koellmann-gear.com
www.koellmann-gear.com

Koellmann gear corporation

8 Industrial park
Waldwick, nJ 07463 u.S.a.
phone: +1 (201) 447 0200
fax: +1 (201) 447 6595
e-mail: info@koellmann.com
www.koellmann.com

division Koellmann gear
thielenhaus machinery (Shanghai) co., ltd

Jiangtian dong lu 212, building 7 
Songjiang Industrial Zone
201613 Shanghai, p.r. china
phone: +86 (21) 67 75 31 57
fax: +86 (21) 33 52 87 66
e-mail: info@thielenhaus.cn
www.thielenhaus.cn
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